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Subj: 	Re: VVersberg's Wise Words To Ritchie Linton 
Date: 98-06-28 02:24:29 EDT 
From: rlinton@idirect.corn (ritchie linton) 
To: bobcat6971@aol.com  (Bobcat6971) 

Bobcat6971 wrote: 

> So glad to see someone quote someone credible, namely Harold Weisberg (just 
> turned 85 and still writing in Frederick, Maryland, by the way). Hisname 
> doesn't come up very often and he is still the most accurate and credible of 
> conspiracy writers.*""******************** 

*Irk ** 	itit*Ir*11-k****** *-** * 

He da man, as they say.Howard Roffman's book, "Presumed Guity", neatly summarizes his 
heavy rendering of why Oswald was innocent.Kudos to Martin Shaklefoni for posting the 
URL that lets one download Roffman's book.Find it; do it; and copy it to your word 
processor and print it. Then read it. 

Now, lets open a new thread. Lets call this by a tired name-"Challenge to CT'- and in 
this thread, lets see the common CT writers put Oswald in that window with the rifle. 

See, what is not commonly understood is that Weisberg's proofs opf Oswald's 
innocence(summarized by Roffman), are a problem for the usual CT that involves a 
crossfire. Everyone is quick to asume a shot from the GK because of th observable 
backward snap of the head seen in the Zfilm, but the problem is, to have a crossfire, 
you need an accomplice to the shot you think you see in the Zlllm. By definition, there 
is no such a thing as a single person crossfire. 

So if Oswald was not back there with a gun- and he was not, as Weisberg and Roffman 
show-who was back there with a gun? 

Here then is the new challenge to the CT that posts to this NG-lets have your 
reconstruction that succeeds in putting Oswald to the rear with the gun, in order to 
complete the crossfire. 

We all know what the CT thinks about the GK assassin- but what we do not know is wher 
and who was his accomplice? That is the chalenge. May we please have the definitive 
reconstruction that places Oswald to the rear with the rifle in a CT? 

Obviously, those answers which accept the WC reconstruction must be; well-invalid. See 
Weisberg, Roffman, and the countless others who have here posted against the WCR. 

That is the newness of the challenge-how does CT get Oswwld to that window with the gun? 

Ritchie 
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